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Age Level: 9 - 12 | Grade Level: 4th and upMy name is Chase Cooper, and this is my third diary as
a 6th grade ninja. Another month has passed since my last entry and things have been pretty quiet
up until now. It all started when some kid stole my book bag. The mudslide of disaster that followed
has made this the worst week of my life. From being number one on Buchanan School's most
wanted list to the discovery of the red ninja clan, I can't seem to catch a break! But as much as I
want to give in, I know that ninjas never quit... unfortunately, neither do their enemies.Diary of a 6th
Grade Ninja 3: Rise of the Red Ninjas is a hilarious adventure for children ages 9-12.
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I personally loved this series. When I first got my kindle fire, I thought it wad mainly for games!After I
finished the last book, it inspired me to read more on it. I want a 4th book! Like my comment if you
agree!

My son absolutely love this series. He wants to start the next book NOW PLEASE! (his words)He
hates reading but this series of "Diary of a 6th grade ninja" did something to him and he wants to
just keep reading. Even though we've only read up to the third vook, I have to give this whole series
5 Stars for what it has done for my son. My son is in the 5th grade...he reads well but he just hates
reading...unless it's "Diary of a 6th grade Ninja".

My 10 yo godson dived into the entire Ninja series I sent him with great gusto. His reading ability
has been assessed at age 13-14, but he was very taken with the story of a boy his own age. It

motivated him to get away from Minecraft video games and into another venue disappearing all too
fast: printed ink on paper fueling imagination. Cudos to Emerson for keeping this alive. :)

One of the best books i have ever readVery very interesting and action packed and very much like
real middle school

I chose 5 stars because I like every thing about this book. I gave the first star because I like how the
kid stands up for him self. I gave the second star because I like the main characters attitude about
the situation. I gave the third star because of how they have characters from the other books in this
book and all the other books go along with the book this review is on. I gave the forth star because I
like the way they always have a good ending in different ways. I gave the fifth star because of how
they use interesting words that make the book fun to read. I think that kids that are nine years old
and higher should be reading this book. It is really short and easy to read. But I wouldn't
recommend this book to thirteen year olds or higher than that to read this book because of how
easy it is to read.

I loved the book. This book inspired me to start my own ninja clan at school and I'm the leader like
Chase except I have a girlfriend

Great book keep making them I so want to be a ninja now I have read the whole series and have
not ben dissapointed yet

Great book for kid such a good book I love it is the best book I have read in my lif
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